
Sr. 
No.

RFP section/clause 
And Page No. of RFP

Technical Specification or terms 
and conditions in the Tender 
document

Changes Requested by Bidders IFTAS Response

1 1.2 ( SL No . 7) Page no 6 DDos For IFTAS DCs As per RFP DDoS capacity has not been mentioned in RFP for 
IFTAS DCs, where as in the clarifications it is mentioned as it is 
included; what is the Capacity of the DDoS that we need to 
consider

Capacity for IFTAS DC will be as part of the pooled DDoS 
Capacity mentioned in RFP.

2 Annexure -III 
Commercial bid 

Recurring Charges for One CPE Since CPE/Hardware Charges are non Telecom services, hence 
can bidder bill CPE charges alone from bidders Own non 
telecom entity

Single bidding entity is required as per RFP

3 General NI is any SI can bid consortium with ISP as NI by using Partners ISP 
license

Bidder should have own ISP license as per RFP.

4 General DDoS Can airtel provide the On-prim DDoS Appliance for 2nd and 3rd 

ISP links and provide the DDoS mitigation services. However for 
our own Bandwidth, we will continue providing the cloud based 
mitigation services

Effective solution may be proposed by bidder.

5 General DDoS Is IFTAS having own IPs and AS number for all the locations and 
IFTAS is looking for DDoS  mitigation services to those IPs only ? 
If yes then, for 2nd & 3nd ISP links, can airtel route those IPs to 
airtel’s mitigation services and provide the services.

Bidder need to provide the IPs as mentioned in the RFP.

6 General DDoS Is IFTAS is having servers and looking for DDoS services for only 
to those IPs ( At /28 or /29 IP level ), can we create the tunnel 
from CPE router to DDoS mitigation scrubbing center and 
provide the services.

Bidder can propose effective solution which meets the 
requirements mentioned in RFP.

7 General Request to clarify whether we need to consider bidirectional 
bandwidth or aggregate (Full Duplex or Half Duplex) bandwidth 
while designing the solution and also for SDWAN CPE sizing.

Bidirectional Bandwidth is required across all locations

8 General Request to please clarify what type of firewall features we need 
to be considered in SDWAN solution.

Please refer RFP Annexure - II: Technical Specifications, 
Point 10

This is with reference to the Request for Proposal (RFP) Ref. No. IFT/INT/RBIRO-040822-01 issued by IFTAS. (Clarification 2)
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9 General In regards to above citied RFP page number 53, Clause number 
114, request to please clarify whether we need to consider the 
full hardware capacity and software licences from day 1 for 
SDWAN CPE though the bandwidth requirement for that 
location shall be lesser at day 1.

Bandwidth requirements are highlighted under point 
114 of RFP technical specifications. Scalability 
requirements have also been specified under the same 
clause.

This clause indicates that the hardware sizing of that 
location (say 100 Mbps current bandwidth) should be 
able to scale upto the required bandwidth of that 
location (500 Mbps in above example) without any 
hardware changes. Software shall also be provisioned 
accordingly.

Essentially, bandwidth upgrade/downgrade should be 
seamlessly possible.

10 General Request to please confirm clarify the methodology to factor the 
commercial format as there are locations in the RFP for which 
dual last mile is asked but in commercial format that has not 
been mentioned, can we take a consideration that for dual last 
mile sites IFTAS shall calculate the 2x prices for the bandwidth 
they are looking for as per commercial format.

The list of locations where dual last mile is required is 
provided in the RFP. Solution may be appropriately 
designed for suite this requirement.

Delivery of links with single/dual lastmiles as per 
technical requirements shall be within unit prices quoted 
in the commercial bid and no additional multiplication 
will be done separately.

No additional charges shall be applicable per link other 
than the one mentioned in the commercial TCO format.

11 General As per RFP ask is that each component should factor 1:1/N+1 
model, request to please clarify does the clause refer that 
bidder to consider in within 1:1/N+1 model  DC environment or 
should we factor in DC & DR i.e. too in high availability? 

Bidder shall design a High availability solution across DC 
and DR for all centralized equipments. This includes data 
storage, analytics and other components as well.
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12 General Request to please clarify that flow traffic retention is also 
required for one year or only historical logs will consider for 
retention. 

Flow traffic retention in live environment is required for 
6 months. Further to that, all data are to be provided in 
off-line mode during the tenure of the contract.

All necessary hardware and software for the above shall 
be provided by the bidder. 

Post contract period, the data is to be transferred to 
IFTAS specified  infrastructure for further retention, as 
required. Necessary software required to read the data 
shall also be provided to by bidder to IFTAS for future 
use. 

13 General Does IFTAS provides the DCI/P2P link connectivity for log 
forwarding in case DC controller gets unreachable/outage. (in 
case we consider 1:1 in DC & DR means 1 controller will be in 
DC & second controller will be in DR active state). 

For replication purposes the existing P2P link of IFTAS 
can be used.

14 General As per the corrigendum it clarifies that at DC the internet links 
can be terminated on routers. Request you to please clarify 
whether we can terminate the internet links on aggregation 
switches instead of router and also whether we can provide 
two SDWAN CPE’s at DC location in High Availability instead 
each SDWAN CPE for each internet link.

Effective design without compromising the technical 
requirements can be proposed by the bidder

15 Eligibility Criteria The bidder shall have highest level 
of Partnership with the OEM for all 
the primary components of the 
solution as determined by IFTAS

The bidder shall have highest/second highest level of 
Partnership with the OEM for all the primary 
components of the solution as determined by IFTAS
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